Piscifun Speed Line Spooler

**Instruction**

1. **Top Screw**: Tighten it to stabilize the rotor and loosen it to let the rotor spin.
2. **Middle Knob**: Adjust the middle knob according to the width of your line spool to get the proper tension.
3. **Rotor**: Holds the line spool.
4. **Bushings (10 & 12)**: Loading different diameter line spools.

**Easy to Install**

1. Insert

---

**How to use spinning reel?**

1. **Alignwise**: Tighten the top screw.
2. **Alignwise**: Tie the line on the reel first.
3. **Alignwise**: Attach the reel to the handle.
4. **Alignwise**: Adjust the middle knob to make sure the rotor arms fit the line spool.
5. **Alignwise**: Loosen the top screw so the rotor can spin.
6. **Alignwise**: Start spooling the line to your reel.

---

**How to use bushings?**

**Large bushing**: 1.5cm/0.69"

**Small bushing**: 0.9cm/0.36"

1. **Alignwise**: Tighten the top screw.
2. **Alignwise**: Tie the line on the reel first.
3. **Alignwise**: Attach the reel to the handle.
4. **Alignwise**: Adjust the middle knob to make sure the rotor arms fit the line spool.
5. **Alignwise**: Adjust the rotor same as picture shows. Then tighten the top screw to stabilize the rotor.
6. **Alignwise**: Start spooling the line to your reel.

---

**Tips**

- The two bushings are used for loading different diameter line spools.
- You can also use it with trolling reel, round reel and spincast reel same as low profile baitcasting reel.